
The WAXIE® SOLSTA PDC™ (Portable Dilution Control) is a reliable, low-cost, portable proportioning dilution 

control system that attaches to the Solution Station® 3-liter bottles of superconcentrates. It is designed to 

dispense ready-to-use solution for all types of applications ranging from bottle fill to bucket fill to equipment fill 

to direct spray applications. The metering tip is safely locked away in the concentrate bottle using a closed-loop 

insert, to prevent tampering with the dilution ratio and ensure end-user cost per usable gallon.

Safety | Accuracy | Flexibility | Performance

WAXIE designs our systems to take the guesswork out of dilution control. We want to ensure the right product is 

hooked up to the right dilution control button so we actively reinforce this with the use of color-coding, numbers, 

pictures, etc. The WAXIE secondary labeling system also helps ensure spray bottles are filled used correctly 

(photos of the product in-use, easy-to-read labels, etc.).

In addition, these systems help prevent staff from coming in contact with the chemical when changing concentrate 

refills. This reduces hazards because the system, not the cleaning staff, handles the concentrated chemicals.  

Back flow prevention devices in the dispensers meet all plumbing codes and minimize harmful side effects such 

as foaming. 

For more information on the dispenser, see next page.

WAXIE® SOLSTA PDC™: Portable Dilution Control



Where can WAXIE® SOLSTA PDC™ be used?
Safely and effectively clean and disinfect educational facilities, hospitality areas, food processing areas, office buildings, 

government facilities, industrial & manufacturing sites and healthcare facilities. WAXIE SOLSTA is an easy-to-use, 

effective solution to all of your disinfecting, deodorizing, and cleaning needs!
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Foam/Spray Attachment Option

Easily add the foam/spray 
wand attachment.

Apply to walls, floors and 
counter surface areas.

#321016 WAXIE SOLSTA PDC

1 Number coding

2 Nozzle hose

3 Bucket hanger

4 Nozzle

5 Selector assembly

6 Trigger

7 Dispenser handle

8 Hose coupling

9 38 mm locking nut

10 Bottle collar

11 Color-coding

#321056 WAXIE PDC Foam Spray Attachment
Foam  |  Spray  |  Water Rinse

1 Ergonomic handle

2 Foam or spray options

3 Back drip guard

4 Broad spout for fanned spray pattern
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WAXIE SOLSTA PDC FEATURES & SPECS
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